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ABSTRACT

Background. The American Society of Breast Surgeons

recommends genetic testing (GT) for all women with

breast cancer (BC), but implementation and uptake of GT

has not been well-described.

Methods. A retrospective chart review was performed for

newly diagnosed BC patients or patients with a newly

identified recurrence of BC seen in a multidisciplinary

clinic (MDBC) who were offered genetic counseling (GC)

and GT.

Results. The 138 women attending the MDBC had a

median age of 54 years and comprised non-Hispanic whites

(46%), Asians (28%), Hispanics (17%), blacks (4%), and

other (5%). Of the 105 (76%) patients without prior GT,

100 (95%) accepted GC, with 93 (93%) of these 100

patients undergoing GT. The patients meeting the National

Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for

GT were more likely to undergo GT. Testing was per-

formed with a 67- to 84-gene panel, together with an 8- to

9-gene STAT panel if needed. Among 120 patients with

reports available, including 33 patients previously tested,

15 (12%) were positive (1 BLM, 1 BRCA1, 3 BRCA2, 1

BRIP1, 1 CFTR, 1 CHEK2, 1 MUTYH, 1 PALB2, 1 PRSS1,

1 RAD50, 1 RET, and 2 TP53), 44 (37%) were negative,

and 61 (51%) had an uncertain variant. The median time to

STAT results (n = 50) was 8 days. The STAT results were

available before surgery for 47 (98%) of the 48 STAT

patients undergoing surgery.

Conclusions. New BC patients attending the MDBC

demonstrated high rates of acceptance of GC and GT. The

combination of GC and GT can offer timely information

critical to patient risk assessment and treatment planning.

Multiple professional societies have issued guidelines

for genetic testing (GT) for hereditary breast cancer

(BC),1–5 and many of these guidelines include a recom-

mendation for testing on a panel of multiple genes via next-

generation sequencing technology3–5 and accompanying

genetic counseling (GC)1,2,4,5 (Table 1). Current data show

that many women who meet standard testing criteria are

not being referred for GC or GT,6,7 particularly among

underrepresented minorities.7

In 2019, the American Society of Breast Surgeons

(ASBrS) issued guidelines recommending that GT be

offered to all women with a current or past diagnosis of

BC3 because a significant proportion of women who tested

positive did not meet standard testing guidelines.8 The

same ASBrS statement supported pre-test counseling by a

breast surgeon, genetic counselor, or other knowledgeable

medical professional.

For women with a new diagnosis of BC, GT can inform

decision-making regarding risk-reducing mastectomy at the

time of breast surgery.9 Also, new data suggest that

BRCA1- or BRCA2-positive BC patients treated with
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adjuvant olaparib had an increase in disease-free sur-

vival,10 lending further argument to the need to offer GT as

part of BC treatment decision-making.

Although breast surgeons express interest in providing

GT, many feel they need more knowledge11 or have dif-

ficulty interpreting variants of uncertain significance

(VUSs).3,11 Most importantly, surgeons must prioritize

surgical care and may not have the clinical bandwidth for

the standard components of GC such as pedigree extrac-

tion, education regarding genetics, testing decision-making

discussions, interpretion of test results such as pathogenic

variants and VUSs, calculation of future lifetime cancer

risk, and discussion of risk for family members.12

Genetics providers including genetic counselors can

provide education, order the correct test, and interpret

results,12 but patients may not have timely access to a

genetic counselor,13 particularly when making surgery and

treatment decisions. Given this need, there are opportuni-

ties for partnerships between oncology providers and

genetics providers to efficiently identify patients needing

urgent genetic test results, allowing for the integration of

timely and high-quality delivery of genetics services into

coordinated oncology care.12

Previous efforts to involve a genetic counselor in a

multidisciplinary clinic or to offer rapid GT using strate-

gies that offer alternatives to pre-test GC14–16 or embed a

genetic counselor in a surgical clinic have been descri-

bed.17 However, these programs did not offer GT to all

women with BC as recommended by the ASBrS. It is

unknown whether all breast patients would be interested in

GT at the time of diagnosis or how quickly genetic test

results could be available for surgical planning.

This report describes outcomes related to provision of

GT for all BC patients as part of a multidisciplinary clinic.

We report the uptake of GC and GT, as well as whether

results were available before surgery, and describe the

resources allocated to this effort. Results will help guide

other programs considering how to provide comprehensive

genetics services and align with the ASBrS recommenda-

tions for offering GT to all women with BC.

METHODS

Patient Population

In 2018, a multidisciplinary breast clinic (MDBC) was

established at our institution for patients with newly diag-

nosed BC or patients with a newly identified recurrence of

BC. Patients are scheduled for coordinated care visits on

the same day, including breast surgery, medical oncology,

radiation oncology, plastic surgery, psychiatry, nutrition,

and occupational therapy, with GC. GC, and GT offered to

all patients regardless whether the patient meets standard

clinical guidelines for GT. Patients who have already

undergone GT or have results pending also are given the

opportunity to meet with a genetics provider. A nurse

navigator collects medical records including pathology

reports, summarizes these records, and sends a synopsis to

the team in advance of each clinic.

All patients in this review had PPO, HMO, Medicaid, or

Medicare insurance. The clinic charged one facility fee,

and each physician visit was billed as a separate profes-

sional fee. All GC services were included in the facility fee,

and GT fees were billed by the outside laboratories with

third-party billing. Information about insurance coverage

was requested from these laboratories.

GC Procedures

A certified genetic counselor or advanced practice nurse

in genetics (AGN-BC) was assigned to cover each clinic,

but for clinics with three or more new patients, two pro-

viders were assigned. The nurse navigator typically

coordinated the GC sessions for the end of the patient’s

visit and arranged for the genetics provider to see patients

back-to-back.

TABLE 1 Guidelines of professional societies for genetic testing

Professional society, publication year Next-generation sequencing

panels recommended

Genetic counseling

recommended

Genetic testing for all women with

breast cancer recommended

American Cancer Society/American Society of

Clinical Oncology, Survivorship, 2016

X

United States Preventive Services Task Force,

2019

X X

American Society of Breast Surgery, 2019 X X

American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists, 2019

X X

National Comprehensive Cancer Network, 2022.2 X X
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The GC included elicitation of a three-generation pedi-

gree, discussion of genetics and cancer, consideration of

how GT could have an impact on surgery and screening,

panel testing, possible types of results, and the impact of

testing on family members. Patients typically were invited

to participate in two research studies: a cancer genetics

registry and a precision oncology study. Each visit typi-

cally lasted approximately 30 to 40 min but were not

systematically timed.

Most patients were seen in person, but due to the

COVID-19 pandemic, patients in the last 5 weeks of the

study period received counseling via telemedicine or a

telephone call.

The GT typically was performed with a large panel test

of 67 to 84 genes offered by one of two major commercial

laboratories. If the results could have an impact on surgical

decision-making, an 8- or 9-gene BC STAT panel was

ordered concurrently from the same lab so that genetic test

results could be available more quickly.

When results were reported, the genetics provider

placed a telephone call and sent an email to disclose

results. A second disclosure of results was made if the

STAT panel and full panel were reported separately. Dis-

closure of results and documentation took approximately

30 min if two phone calls were needed, and approximately

15 min if only one call was needed. A follow-up in-person

appointment was recommended for patients identified as

having pathogenic or likely pathogenic germline variants,

and these appointments typically lasted 45 to 60 min.

Genetic test results and family history were captured in

Web Progeny (version 10) (Progeny Genetics LLC, Aliso

Viejo, CA).

Data Analysis

A retrospective chart review was performed for patients

seen in the MDBC between 5 November 2018 and 27 April

2020 to obtain demographic information and to determine

whether the patient accepted the offer of GC and GT. The

GT results and the result turnaround time, including STAT

tests, were extracted from Progeny. For patients undergo-

ing GT, medical records were reviewed to identify the date

of BC surgery. Patient characteristics and family history

were reviewed to determine whether the National Com-

prehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for GT

were met.

To determine wether an association existed between the

GT decision and age, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was

applied. The Wilcoxon rank sum-test was chosen so that no

assumption would be made about the distribution of the

data. To determine whether there as an association between

the GT decision and categorical variables (i.e., meeting

NCCN guidelines, having a family history, having any

children, and having daughters), Pearson’s chi-square test

was performed. To handle the small values (\ 5) appro-

priately in some categories for the race/ethnicity and cancer

diagnosis variables, Fisher’s exact test was applied to

measure the association between the GT decision and these

two variables.

RESULTS

All of the 138 patients seen in the MDBC were female

with a new diagnosis of BC or ductal carcinoma in situ

(DCIS) or a newly diagnosed recurrence of BC. The

median age was 54 years (range 32–83 years). Table 2

presents the race and ethnic characteristics of the popula-

tion, which consisted of 63 (46%) non-Hispanic whites, 39

(28%) Asians, 24 (17%) Hispanic whites, 5 (4%) blacks, 6

(4%) patients of unknown or mixed backgrounds; and 1

(1%) American Indian or Alaska Native.

All 138 patients were offered GC, and 33 had already

completed GT including 12 patients previously seen at our

institution, 13 patients tested at outside facilities who did

not have GC at the MDBC, and 8 patients who underwent

GC at the MDBC visit but who had already had GT

pending or completed by an outside facility.

Of the 105 remaining patients, 100 (95%) accepted GC

and 5 (5%) declined. Of the 100 patients undergoing GC

during the MDBC visit, 93 (93%) underwent GT, and 7

(7%) declined or postponed testing. Among the entire

population of 138 patients seen during the study period,

126 (91%) underwent GT, including both the patients who

had GT within the MDBC and those tested previously

(Fig. 1).

For the 105 patients offered GT at the MDBC, younger

age was a predictor for acceptance of GT. The median age

was 57 years for those accepting GT versus 70.5 years for

those declining GT (p = 0.006). The patients who met the

NCCN guidelines were more likely to accept GT, with 63

(93%) of the 67 patients who met guidelines undergoing

GT and 30 (79%) of the 38 patients who did not meet

guidelines undergoing GT (p = 0.02). Having a family

history of breast or ovarian cancer, having children, or

having a daughter was not a significant predictor for

acceptance of GT. The proportion of patients undergoing

GT was 100% of the Hispanic (17/17) and black (4/4)

women, 90% of the Asian women (28/31), and 81% of the

non-Hispanic white women (39/48) (p = 0.378).

To expedite surgical decision-making, a STAT test was

ordered for 50 patients. The results time for a STAT test

was a median of 8 days (range 6–17 days, with one

exception of 35 days due to both a billing issue and a lab

assay failure). Most of the STAT results (90%, 45/50) were

available within 2 weeks. Concurrent panel tests of 67 to
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84 genes also were ordered on the day of the clinic visit for

92 patients, and these results were available 12.5 days

(range 5–32 days, except for the same case noted earlier)

after the date of the visit (Table 3).

Among the 93 patients with GT ordered at the MDBC,

insurance covered the GT for 55 (87%) of the 63 patients

who met the NCCN guidelines and for 22 (73%) of the 30

patients who did not meet the NCCN guidelines.

Of the 120 results available for the entire clinic popu-

lation (Fig. 2), 44 (37%) were negative, 61 (51%) had a

VUS, and 15 (12%) were positive (including 1 BLM, 1

BRCA1, 3 BRCA2, 1 BRIP1, 1 CFTR, 1 CHEK2, 1

MUTYH, 1 PALB2, 1 PRSS1, 1 RAD50, 1 RET, and 2

TP53) (Fig. 2). The only pathogenic variants identified in

the patients with prior testing were the two TP53 variants.

All seven of the patients with pathogenic variants in genes

that have an impact on surgical decisions (BRCA1, BRCA2,

PALB2, TP53) met the NCCN guidelines for GT for

BRCA1 and BRCA2. Six of these patients were surgical

candidates, and all six of them received genetic test results

before surgery. This included five patients who had GT

ordered at the MDBC and one patient who previously knew

of her TP53 pathogenic variant. Five of the six surgical

candidates ultimately elected bilateral mastectomy,

including one who was a candidate for breast conservation,

two who were candidates for unilateral mastectomy, and

two who already desired bilateral mastectomy at diagnosis

due to genetic risk (including the patient with the

TABLE 2 Demographics of multidisciplinary breast cancer clinic patients and comparison of acceptors and decliners of genetic testing

Demographic characteristic Total

(n = 138)

n (%)

Previous GT

(n = 33)

Accepted genetic

testing in MDBC

(n = 93)

n (%)

Declined genetic

testing in MDBC

(n = 12)

n (%)

p valueI

Median age: years (range) 54 (47–65) 48 (43–52) 57 (48–66) 70.5 (58–79) 0.006

Breast cancer diagnosis 0.371

Invasive 107 (77.5) 21 (63.6) 76 (81.7) 10 (83.3)

DCIS 21 (15.9) 5 (15.2) 15 (16.1) 1 (8.3)

Local recurrence 5 (2.2) 3 (9.1) 1 (1.1) 1 (8.3)

Metastatic 5 (3.6) 4 (12.1) 1 (1.1) 0 (0)

Race/ethnicity 0.378

Non-Hispanic white 63 (45.7) 15 (45.5) 39 (41.9) 9 (75.0)

Asian 39 (28.3) 8 (24.2) 28 (30.1) 3 (25.0)

Hispanic white 24 (17.4) 7 (21.2) 17 (18.3) 0 (0)

Black or African American 5 (3.6) 1 (3.0) 4 (4.3) 0 (0)

Other or mixed ancestry 6 (4.3) 2 (6.0) 4 (4.3) 0 (0)

American Indian or Alaska Native 1 (0.7) 0 (0) 1 (1.1) 0 (0)

NCCN guidelines met 0.02

Yes 95 (68.8) 28 (84.8) 63 (67.7) 4 (33.3)

No 43 (31.2) 5 (15.2) 30 (32.3) 8 (66.7)

Family historyII 0.183

Yes 73 (53.3) 19 (59.4) 50 (53.8) 4 (33.3)

No 64 (46.7) 13 (40.6) 43 (46.2) 8 (6.77)

Has children 0.247

Yes 97 (70.8) 21 (65.6) 69 (74.2) 7 (58.3)

No 40 (29.2) 11 (34.4) 24 (25.8) 5 (41.7)

Has daughter 0.806

Yes 69 (51.9) 13 (46.4) 50 (53.8) 6 (50.0)

No 64 (48.1) 15 (53.6) 43 (46.2) 6 (50.0)

MDBC Multidisciplinary Breast Cancer Clinic, DCIS ductal carcinoma in situ, NCCN National Comprehensive Cancer Network
ITwo-group comparison between those who accepted versus those who declined genetic testing in the MDBC
IIHaving a family history is defined as having a first- or second-degree relative with breast or ovarian cancer
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previously identified TP53 mutation and a patient with a

known BRCA2 mutation in a relative). One of the six

surgical candidates elected lumpectomy after strongly

considering bilateral mastectomy due to her test results.

The one CHEK2 carrier identified did not meet the NCCN

testing guidelines and elected segmental mastectomy. One

of the five metastatic cases in the MDBC had a previously

identified TP53 pathogenic variant, but the other metastatic

cases had no pathogenic mutation identified.

Pathogenic variants were identified in genes with

uncertain or no BC risk (BLM, BRIP1, RAD50) and

therefore had no change in management for BC screening

or surgery. The CFTR, MUTYH, PRSS1, and RET carriers

did not meet the standard GT guidelines for conditions

related to theose genes, nor did they have an impact on

breast screening or surgery. However, the RET pathogenic

variant did lead to a preoperative assessment to rule out

pheochromocytoma, and the recommendation for the

patient was additional screening related to multiple endo-

crine neoplasia type 2. All the patients carrying pathogenic

variants received follow-up GC, including risk calculation

of a second primary BC risk. Such counseling included the

offer of cascade testing of relatives. An example of a

patient testing positive for BRCA1 is shown in Fig. 3.

Cascade testing showed that her unaffected 77-year-old

mother also carried the BRCA1 mutation.

Of the 95 patients (68.3%) among the 138 patients in the

overall clinic cohort who met the NCCN GT criteria, 91

(96%) underwent testing, and 12 (14%) of the 86 patients

with results available were found to be carrying pathogenic

variants (1 BRCA1, 3 BRCA2, 1 BLM,1 BRIP1,1 PALB2, 2

TP53, 1 RET, 1 CFTR, 1 PRSS1). Of the 43 (31%) patients

who did not meet the criteria, 35 (79.5%) had testing, and 3

(9%) of 34 patients with results available tested positive for

a pathogenic variant (1 RAD50, 1 CHEK2, 1 MUTYH

heterozygote). Of the 138 patients in the total cohort, 12

patients declined GT, including 5 patients who met the

NCCN GT criteria. Two of these five patients had GC but

still declined testing.

Of the 120 patients in the MDBC for whom genetic test

results were available, 106 completed BC surgery at our

institution, 5 did not have surgery due to metastatic BC or

other disease, and 9 had surgery at an outside hospital, with

no records available. Among the 106 patients for whom

surgical records were available, 96 (90.6%) had genetic test

results available before surgery. Among 50 patients with

STAT GT, results were available before surgery for 47

(98%) of the 48 patients undergoing surgery,.

GC Resources Utilized

In the 55 MDBC clinics that occurred during the study

period, the number of GC patients per clinic ranged

between 0 and 4 patients. There were 4 clinics with four

patients, 8 clinics with three patients, 22 clinics with two

patients, 20 clinics with one patient, and 1 clinic with no

patients needing GC. The majority of the clinics at our

institution (76%) required the efforts of only one genetics

provider.

DISCUSSION

When integrated into a multidisciplinary management

clinic, the acceptance of GC and GT among all women

with BC was very high, with 95% of the women who had

GC, genetic counseling
GT, genetic testing

138 Women Attended Multidisciplinary 
Breast Cancer Clinic

105 (76%) Without 
Previous GT* 

5 (5%) Declined 
GC and GT

100 (95%) 
Accepted GC

7 (7%) 
Declined GT

12 (9%) Declined GT

93 (93%) 
Accepted GT

33 (24%) With 
Previous GT

126 (91%) Accepted GT

7 (21%) 
Accepted GC**

FIG. 1 Uptake of genetic counseling and testing among

multidisciplinary breast cancer clinic patients. GC, genetic

counseling; GT, genetic testing. *Includes one woman with

incomplete genetic testing who had GC and accepted additional

GT. **GC accepted but testing previously ordered at outside facility,

with results pending or with results indicating a variant of uncertain

significance (VUS)

TABLE 3 Time to genetic test results for testing ordered at a multidisciplinary clinic (n = 93)

Total patients

n (%)

Median time to result

Days (range)

Proportion of test results

available within 14 days (%)

STAT test ordered (8- or 9-gene panel) 50 (53.7) 8 (6–35) 45/50 (90.0)

Large panel test ordered (67- to 84-gene panel) 92 (98.9) 12.5 (5–56) 54/92 (58.7)
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Padigree of Patient Testing Positive for BRCA1

95 45 77 92

81 69 77 57

48
52

Prostate 95 Breast 45 Breast 59

Brain 81 Lung 65 Cascade testing
BRCA1+

Breast triple negative 48
BRCA1+

FIG. 3 Pedigree of a woman

with a new diagnosis of breast

cancer who tested positive for

BRCA1. Cascade testing of

family members found that the

mutation was inherited from her

77-year-old unaffected mother

Genetic Test Results (N=120)

Negative,
n=44, (37%)

Pathogenic
Variant1,

n=15, (12%)

Variant of
Uncertain

Significance,
n=61, (51%)

FIG. 2 Genetic test results

showing the proportion of

patients with results that were

positive or negative or that

indicated a variant of uncertain

significance
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no prior genetics evaluation accepting GC, and 93% of the

women undergoing GC electing to have GT. Genetic test

results ordered on a STAT basis were available in a median

of 8 days ([ 90% of STAT results reported in less than 2

weeks), and 98% of the women who had STAT testing

ordered received their results before surgery.

Among the genetic results available for this clinic

population, 15 (12%) of 120 were positive, including 8

(7%) positive results for a gene associated with BC risk

(BRCA1, BRCA2, CHEK2, PALB2, or TP53).

Genetic testing can be very helpful for women making

decisions about surgery, radiation therapy (as is the case

with TP53), or systemic therapy such as olaparib for

BRCA1 or BRCA2. If a pathogenic variant is identified in

certain cancer-susceptible genes, there are clear recom-

mendations for treatment,5 and the knowledge of such a

pathogenic variant can help women make an informed

decision at the time of diagnosis. Findings show that timely

GT for women with BC has an impact on surgical decision-

making, with positive results shown to be strongly asso-

ciated with the decision to undergo bilateral mastectomy.18

Additionally, and just as importantly, the knowledge that a

patient has tested negative for a pathogenic variant may

reduce the rate of bilateral mastectomy. A study by Met-

calfe et al.19 investigated 788 women with a new diagnosis

of BC and reported that 37% of the women were undecided

or leaning toward bilateral mastectomy, but that after

receiving negative genetic test results, only 15% of the

women opted for bilateral mastectomy.

One argument for offering GT to all women with BC is

that the NCCN guidelines for referral and testing lead to

under-diagnosis of individuals with inherited susceptibility

to hereditary BC. In a study of almost 1000 BC patients

undergoing an 80-gene panel, 9.4% of those meeting the

NCCN guidelines and 7.9% of those not meeting guideli-

nes carried pathogenic variants (p = 0.42). If this panel was

reduced to a panel of 11 BC genes, 6.3% of the women

meeting the guidelines had positive test results, and 3.5%

of the women not meeting guidelines had positive test

results.8 Notably, in this study as well as in the current

study, pathogenic variants in clinically actionable BC

genes were identified more frequently in patients who met

the NCCN criteria than in those who do not. This is not

surprising because the NCCN guidelines are optimized for

the identification of BRCA1 and BRCA2 pathogenic

variants.

It is important for clinicians to consider when imple-

menting a universal testing program that a broad panel will

identify pathogenic variants in unexpected and ‘‘off-target’’

genes such as RET. In addition, pathogenic variants will be

identified in genes that have no impact on BC management

but increase risk for other cancers such BRIP1 as well as

genes unlikely to be associated with cancer risk but that

still require discussion, such as BLM.

The range of possible genetic test results highlights an

opportunity for collaboration between surgeons and

genetics providers to improve patient understanding and

management of both BC-related and non-BC-related find-

ings. Also, although some other genetic findings may not

have a direct impact on BC treatment, they can have an

impact on future screening or prevention, such as a BRIP1

carrier undergoing oophorectomy. Given the high rate for

survival of BC, optimizing future cancer prevention is

extremely important.

Multiple studies have shown that despite increased

awareness and availability, together with decreased costs,

GT remains underutilized among BC patients. A popula-

tion-based study estimated that 36% of BC patients met the

eligibility criteria for testing but that only 15% underwent

testing.20 A recent study of Surveillance, Epidemiology,

and End Results (SEER) data in California and Georgia

showed that only about 25% of women with BC had GT

between 2012 and 2019.21 In a recent study of 397 patients

presenting at an academic institution with a new diagnosis

of BC and no prior GT, 212 (53%) met the NCCN criteria

for GT, and among these 212 patients, 45 (21%) were

missed and not tested, mostly because a family history of

breast or ovarian cancer was not recognized.22

A universal approach to testing has the potential to more

reliably reach individuals with the highest probability of

pathogenic variants, those who meet NCCN guidelines,

those with pathogenic variants less easily recognized by

standard guidelines, and those who desire testing for per-

sonal and family risk assessment. Previous reports have

found racial disparities among BC patients, with non-His-

panic whites more likely to be referred for GC and

GT,7,23–25 but no significant differences in uptake of GT.25

Offering GT to all BC patients has the potential to

increase access and mitigate referral biases that can exac-

erbate racial and ethnic disparities.7 Our study did note a

somewhat higher uptake of GT among Hispanic and Asian

women than among non-Hispanic whites, although the

number of decliners was too small for a valid statistical

analysis. Further research is needed to determine whether

the uptake differs among various racial and ethnic groups

and whether disparities can be resolved by offering uni-

versal GT for BC.

Although universal GT of BC patients is recommended

by the ASBrS and has been encouraged by some provi-

ders,26 access to GT still may be limited. The opportunity

for a patient to meet with a genetic counselor for pre-test

GC is not always available and should not be a barrier to

GT. Therefore, ‘‘mainstreaming’’ germline GT for patients

with BC has been proposed, with providers offering point-
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of-care GT.13,26 Such models have been developed for BC

patients who have a high mutation probability, with GT

facilitated by oncology providers and patients receiving

follow-up GC if they test positive or have other risks.27,28

For patients with other types of cancer, universal GT has

been offered using alternative service delivery models

without pre-test GC. For example, in ovarian cancer, the

NCCN guidelines have recommended GT for all patients

since 2007, but it is estimated that only 55% of patients

with ovarian cancer diagnosed between 2015 and 2021

have undergone testing.29 Targeted interventions such as

telegenetics, GCs embedded in clinics, GT facilitated by

non-genetics providers, and reflex tumor somatic GT have

substantially increased GT uptake.29 Pancreatic cancer is

another example for which universal GT is recommended

and strategies to expand access at the point of care have

been successful.30

Expanding universal testing to BC patients will require

an integrated, multidisciplinary approach. Although it may

be ideal to use genetic counselors for pre-test counseling or

to discuss complex results when needed such as pathogenic

variants and VUS results,31,32 this may not be possible in

many settings. Nonetheless, partnerships between oncology

providers and genetics providers can ensure safe and high-

quality genetics care by developing streamlined processes

for test ordering, results disclosure, and timely access to

GC when needed. Some key points for successful imple-

mentation of integrating universal GT in a BC surgical

clinic are shown in Table 4.

In summary, tremendous opportunities exist for sur-

geons and the BC care team to partner with genetics

professionals to develop efficient integration of genetics

evaluation at the time of a BC diagnosis. A multidisci-

plinary clinic can successfully integrate GT for all breast

cases with a high acceptance rate, successfully incorpo-

rating genetic test results into treatment planning.
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